
 

 

 Press Release:  100 FlOWERS OF PEACE EVENT AT SIT ON MAY 13TH 1-2 PM 

 

World Learning: School for International Training is pleased to host the Inevitability of Peace sculpture 

and the “100 Flowers of Peace” banners by the artist-poet Namaya and the B4 Peace Team.  These will be 

on display from 13 May to 6 June 2014.  On May 13, 2014 from 1-2 PM there will be an opening 

ceremony in front of the Graduate building at the SIT campus in Black Mountain Road, Brattleboro, VT. 

Join us for the unveiling of the Peace Pyramid, song and poetry for peace. The ceremony is free and open 

to all! 

 

 
 

 



 
 

Inevitability of Peace is a steel pyramid 9 feet with a three hundred pound block of ice and inside is a 

peace wreath.  This block of ice is suspended from chains, beneath the block of ice is a small candle, over 

a period of several days the candle and ambient temperature melts the block of ice.  Beneath the block of 

ice is a large black pool with the words, “Inevitability of Peace.”  As a man at the Clearwater Festival in 

2013 explained to his three year old son, “As this block of ice melts, the peace emerges. It means that 

whatever each one of us does that eventually peace can happen” 

 

Surrounding the Inevitability of Peace pyramid are the banners of 100 Flowers of Peace  which was 

translated by volunteers from around the world into over 100 languages.  The poem and banners were 

most recently installed at Villa Grimaldi an International Peace Park in Santiago, Chile. 100 Flowers for 

Peace was awarded the European Language Day for Creativity in 2012. Videos of the projects video of 

100 Flowers of Peace & video of Inevitability of Peace  - http://namayaproductions.com/peace-videos/ 

 

Namaya explains, “These peace projects are part of the larger design of the Pornography of War– this 

multiyear, multi-discipline art, that takes place around the world, and engages communities to reflect on 

social issues like human rights,  militarism, and war and its impact on society.  Our projects seek to 

engage and incorporate communities in these art community building projects. From the waste of war, 

with multimedia, sculpture, word, and performance we create art that celebrates peace.” 

http://namayaproductions.com/peace-videos/
http://namayaproductions.com/peace-videos/


 

The B4 Peace team recently was in residence at Villa Grimaldi, Peace Park in Santiago, Chile creating a 

human rights art and performance project this past winter.  Namaya, in collaboration with local 

choreographers and performers created MEMORIA. HABLAR.DIGNIDAD.40. a performance to celebrate 

human rights. 

 

On July 6, 2014 the B4 Peace team will be in Burlington, VT on the waterfront with Veterans for Peace 

conducting a “Cost of War” Art  project that engages the community to consider the impact of war and 

militarism in society.   

 

Whether it is performances in Palestine, in NYC celebrating John Lennon’s birthday, or at the Clearwater 

Festival Namaya & the B4 Peace team create performance art that celebrates peace. B4 Peace welcomes 

volunteers and donations. Further information is available at: www.b4peace.net and www.gracecares.org 

a not-for profit organizations that supports peace and community building. 

 

Comment on the B4 Peace Work: 

"Through heartbreaking and heartwarming poetry and prose, Namaya shares insights of a life spent on the 

political and religious margins, in conflict zones such as Israel, Palestine, Yemen, and North America. 

Most of all, as an artist and a public intellectual, he sees his work not as a static statement, but as a 

starting point for open and frank conversation -- welcoming a dynamic exchange, with critics and 

supporters alike, in a collaborative forum to envision a just and peaceful world.”  Ethan Vesely-Flad - 

Director of Communications Fellowship of Reconciliation.  
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